
Dear Jia) 9/26/85. 

Z've just finished writing a Nosenke appeal to both ‘ietcalfe and Haff, using 

not impolite lanuage they will net like, and 1 was reminded of my desire to do some~ 

thing that I had not heard of being done before and took up with you early this Jear. 

You'll remember, I think, with my telling you that I intended to phrase what I wrote 

Huff dn terms of a birthday present for myself. I plamed and after wetting your 

assurances I aid give them to April 6 to act on my Nosenke and Dallas police tapes 

appeals. If they did not you were going to file and 1 reminded you later aml you 

said you'd not forgotten. 

Now that I have the relatively few Nosenke records the FEI elected to let out 

I find confirmation of my instincts. I am not optimistic about his interest bat I 

have a call in to “ark Lyne and I'm awkiting his returning ite 

With the content of these records and of what they*ve continued te withhold and 

thet they do not acknowledge having and do have, aven without what I can add, thia 

ean be enormously helpfull to preserving POIA and with any interest and use can be 

valuable if there is any possibility of strengthening the Act, as the Association 

oe Profeseional (ugh!) Journalists want: to do. There is enough in what is in ay 

Letter to Hall and as you know, there is more, more that in a proper forum, can 

be rather dramatic and, with any press present, because of the possibility of 

competition, might get attentions 

The FOIA record in itself is something. I do not recall the date of my first 

Nesenko request of the FBI (and I had separate requests with the Cia, which it 
ignored). The second was filed after I learned that for his beok Legond Epstein 

got FBI vecords. This rejuest is Limited te what was disclosed te pstein. What 

I then hed in mind is that complying with that request requixed only xeroxming of 

the FBI. It hasn't yet done that, after at least seven years. Returning te the first 

pequess, the PBL wrote me in 1976 that 1% was then working on it. 

L vemeuber including a copy of that letter in my mere recent appeals, which 

the appeals office stili ignored. 

Se, most of what I've just received was public domain by nature, published, 

and most of the rest was declassified in 1978 and I presume it is what the PSI had 

in wind when it then wrote me thatoit was being vorked on. Actually, vhatlws then, 

rather before then, classified was also largely if not entirely public domain. What 

they classified and withheld from me inclides what they loaked to O'leary. The 

records i've just feceived includes what O'Leary printed in the Star, and you can 
lay the records and O'Leary's stery side by side and obviously the PDI is Ot Leaxy*s 

won't right now ) 

I'm enclosing copies of ay few pages of noes en the email selection of these 

vecords of vidch I made copies for filing sepmrate fron the orginals, Serial 5 is 

the record stating that Nesenke was euceeseful in reerubking Awericen tovfists. I 

kaow of nothing reflecting anything being done about this and there is no record in 

hat I've just gotten indicating any action, interest or request of the CiA for 

any more information. Also serial 5 mentioned above. See top of page 2. Ali marks 

are FBI's. 

At this point Lardner returned my last week's cali and I sat too long se 1°11 

knock off for now and get this ready to mail. 

Best


